**Land profile**

**Materials**
- bricks
- wood
- glass
- cor-ten bricks
- still fiberboard
- light bricks
- white still
- glass
- colored bricks
- dark still
- garden
- water

**Vegetation**
- trees
- bushes
- weeds
- apple trees
- bushes
- flowers balcony
- bushes
- grass

**Feeling**
- yellow white
- privacy
- nuance green
- romantic
- brown
- mixage
- stoppage
- yellow
- white
- black/white
- green
- blue
- through trees

**Design**
- 70' - 80'
- unknow
- romantic
- Italian garden
- contemporary
- ancient factory
- abandoned
- shed
- 80 unknow
- shed
- NEO
- Jugendstil
- flat
- node sign
- garden
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**Arabianranta - Helsinki - Finland**